Quick Links for Various Standards Related Web Pages

The following URL links are quick links to the specified area of the UDOT 2017 Standards Web Site. A brief explanation of information follows each link that describes key information available on the related page. Additional information may also be available on the Web pages not detailed below.

http://www.udot.utah.gov/go/2017standards
2017 Standards Web page for all information related to the 2017 Standards

http://www.udot.utah.gov/go/2017specialprovisions
2017 Special Provisions Web page for all active Department, Region, and Division Special Provisions. Links are provided on this page to each Division’s Web area. This does not include project specific Special Provisions managed by each region.

http://www.udot.utah.gov/go/2017electronicbooks
2017 Standard Specification and Standard Drawings books are in a PDF version and can be found from this Web page.

http://www.udot.utah.gov/go/2017supplementaldrawings
2017 Supplement Drawings Web page for links to individual Supplemental Drawing files.

http://www.udot.utah.gov/go/2017supplementalspecifications
2017 Supplement Specifications Web page for links to individual Supplemental Specification files.

http://www.udot.utah.gov/go/2017contacts
Design and Standards Section contact information and Standard Specification and Standard Drawing Contact Information for each Specification and each Drawing Series.

http://www.udot.utah.gov/go/2017new-changed
What’s New and Changed for the 2017 Standards for viewing a short review of each change to the 2017 Standards as changes are published.

http://www.udot.utah.gov/go/2017projectadvertisingassist
Getting Started – Assistance with Project Advertising. Everything you need to know about advertising. Provides links to many subject areas that will help during the advertising process.
http://www.udot.utah.gov/go/olderstandards